FACILITIES/SERVICES

STUDIO FLOOR
DDLI houses the state of the art studio recording floor. The studio is fully acoustic with light
dimmer panel. The Studio is around 70 sqmts and can easily be converted into different types of
recording setup for producing interactive lecture, debates, quiz competitions , video conference
etc. With a 40 seating capacity, can be utilized for any kind training programmes as well.

VIDEO RECORDING
DDLI undertakes multi-cam video recording in-house as well as outdoors. The studio is equipped
with 4K professional video cameras & Online HD Vision Mixers. Connectivity amongst the
cameramen is established using the intercom unit. (for equipment details please click here)

AUDIO RECORDING, EDITING & MIXING
Studio has facility of Live Audio Recording and Mixing services. The multi-track recording is
carried using professional equipment’s (upto 8 tracks). Studio is equipped with the highly
professional equipments and industry standard post production software applications. Our
objective is to work with you towards the obtainment of your ideal sound.
The mixing takes place in control with variety of analog and digital instrumentation which allows
to obtain extremely fine products.
The recorded audio is edited, mixed and mastered for later rendering to CD or DVD.

AUDIO MASTERING
DDLI studio provides Mastering service the last and indispensable step in the making of the disk.
Mastering a disk means assuring the highest audio quality of the mixed tracks enhancing
dynamics, volumes, stereophony and frequency contents. During the mastering phase the sound
obtained during the mixing is further characterized and customized to assure a perfect
reproduction on any audio support and system.

VIDEO POST PRODUCTION
This is where the magic really happens and your video takes shape. A good editor will give your
video the right pace and timing to keep the audience captivated all the way to the end. Thoughtful
use of sound and music can enhance the feel of the video and reinforce your message on an
emotional level – even small changes to the colour tone or the use of a creative filter can really
make the video stand out and stick in the mind of the viewer.
Our personalised approach to each post-production project means that when you sit down with
our editors, we’ll help you find the best way to finish your project. From the colour grading to
sound design, visual effects and simple video editing services.

CHROMA SCREEN
A 8 x 12 feet green screen is placed on the floor for any kind of chroma keying video recording.
Special software applications are used for this type recordings.

VIDEO CONFERENCING
With 100Gbps internet connectivity, the studio floor can be blended into excellent video
conferencing setup. The studio has dedicated professional video conferencing hardware
equipment for across the world interactivity.

WEBCAST
DDLI is equipped with the hardware encoder required for LIVE streaming the video content. Last
two university annual convocations are webcast using the in-house device and video recording
setup.

SWAYAM COMPLIENT RESOURCES
Recently, DDLI is upgraded with the necessary hardware & software technology to meet the
production of SWAYAM MOOCS platform. As per the SWAYAM production guidelines, all the
audio-video equipment are procured. With the help of this, Goa University has produced its first
SWAYAM MOOCS under ARPIT in the subject of Marine Science.

